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Grocery App

One Market

User Story >> User Journey
Helen needs an app that allows her to shop from the comfort of her home so that 
she can save time and money while growing her team at work and taking care of 
her family.

 Observing how often details of items are viewe
 Checking if further links are being clicke
 The rate at which food items are added to cart
 Our delivery requests and fulfilments are changing at a faster rat
 Analyzing the app's traffic and incoming activities

Metrics

The problem
There are different grocery stores that sell similar food items at 

different prices. Consumers recognize this but are unable to figure 
out why and which store brand is the best competitively priced. 

Hypothesis
The problem may be solved by creating an app that allows users to 
select food products and store brands of their choice and compare 
prices instantly before adding them to carts. By doing so, they can 

create a collection of grocery items from different stores and check 
out on our app while our delivery agents make the fulfilments.

Design and Solution Process

Discover Define Develope Present
Problem Solution

Research IdeateAnalyze Design

Understanding the problem Design and Branding the Solution

Present

solution

In order to help my users reach their goals, I researched and made physical interviews 
to validate my initial ideas. I learn more about what I need to improve from the user 

testing by watching participants use the prototype of the app usability testing which is 
not documented here). Its color is linked to the word "eating a green apple adds a day 
to our life" and its orange theme is linked to the organic bio and color psychology of 

yellow that makes people feel hungry. My users can now collect grocery items, 
compare prices from different supermarkets, and check out directly through this app. 
Finally, our order fulfillment drivers would pick them up and deliver them promptly to 

their homes.

Discover

Benchmark
The major challenge users face is grocery price comparison, so I 
searched online for similar apps attempting to solve the same 
problem. The following apps were found to be closely related.

Take away
The research revealed that energy/gas prices and insurance are covered in the press. 

On the internet, 80% of  price comparison platforms target these niches. But they 
failed to provide price comparisons for food products. I believe this should be 

addressed.

Check24 is one of the biggest price comparison platforms in Germany. Before making a 

purchase decision, 60% of German consumers compare the prices of almost anything. It doesn't 

matter whether it's health insurance or vehicle insurance. Despite its popularity, this platform 

does not offer grocery price comparison

The list of areas covered by this platform

Insurances


Account & credits


Broadband/internet services


Travels


Hotels

Renta car


Professional shopping/service providers


Tax clearance


Grocery store?

Perisvergleich.de is also one of the biggest price comparison platforms in Germany. Before 

making a purchase decision, consumers also use this platform to compare the prices of almost 

anything. It doesn't matter whether it's health insurance or vehicle insurance. Despite its 

popularity, this platform does not offer grocery price comparison

The list of areas covered by this platform

Insurances


Account & credits


Broadband/internet services


Travels


Hotels

Renta car


Professional shopping/service providers


Tax clearance


Grocery store?

Analyse>> User Persona >> User Journy 

As much as I want to help my 
team grow, I would like to put 
my family together as well

Frequently used apps

Personality

 32yr

 Berli
 Germa

 Project manage

 Dedicated

 Organize
 Family-oriente
 Mothe

 Out-goin

 Loves shopping & Travle

Bio

A project manager with a newborn, Helen plays a critical role in the 
management of projects at her company, and although she is on 
maternity leave, she still works remotely. 



She enjoys hiking with her family on weekends and practicing yoga 
with her instructor. Her favorite Sunday activity is visiting her parents.

Priorities

Happy home

Health

entertainment

social validation

 Simpliest ways to stay organize
 Impactfu

 Help other
 Stay in touch with famil
 Multitaskin

 Organize
 Stay happy and Healthy

Goals

 Financial securit

 future investment pla

 Quality of livin

 Staying healthy and happy

Motivations

 Not being able to multitask as desire
 Tme managemen

 Dealing with bureaucracy with her bos
 Communication with team remotely

Fraustrations

 Staying up lat
 Online shopping habi
 Orders pizza instead of cookin

 Spends less time on social medi
 Regulates availability status

Behavior

 She wanted to know where the best 
prices ar

 She is not sure if the items can be 
delivered to her hous

 The idea of collecting items from 
different stores seemed impossible to 
her

Fraustrations

 A detailed onboarding should explain the app's 
feature

 To help her patience, we will provide delivery 
trackin

 In order to reach more people, we will add rating/

review/share features to our app

Opportunities

 Observing how often details of items are viewe
 Checking if further links are being clicke
 The rate at which food items are added to cart
 Our delivery requests and fulfilments are changing at a faster rat
 Analyzing the app's traffic and incoming activities

Metrics

Develope

Userflow

Opens App Home Details Add to cart Select delivery option Checkout Track deliver progress

Wireframes

Products Types

Grocery App

10%O2

234 Reviews

Products Types

Add to cart

23,99 €

Pick a location

20%
Cheaper

Fresh Fruits

10%O2

Define

Take away
The data shows that people are aware of the price differences but, over time, either 

they don’t care anymore or they believe that they can’t do anything about it. Only 2 out 
of 10 interviewees believed that it was about quality related or being BIO (healthier) 

while the other  of the respondent really didn’t care if the price of food items 
should be affected by their quality. They argue that there is an agency to check for 

food qualities at the borders and think everyone should be safe to consume any food 
item at cheaper stores. The importation cost was also considered to be one of the 
factors, however, the customers will do anything to take advantage of the pricing 

competition from various store brands.

80%

Interview

To further understand this problem, I conducted user interviews with 5 people. Set of 
questions included open-ended and closed ones. The reactions I got really validate my 

thoughts about the need for this app. Below are few of the reactions:

Wow! I really need this type of app in my life. It will save my time and 
money.

I actually wondered why prices are different from these stores. I’m 
curious to know why and how to shop at the right places.

Thank you!
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Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

 She just close the computer for Friday evenin
 Picks her phone

 Opens Grocery ap
 Finds list of products
 Selects Fruits

 Selects Strawberr
 Changes supermarke
 Compares the prices

 Conviced, selects Rewe
 Reads details of the food product
 Proceeds to add the items to car
 Checks out and closes the app

Hmmm...I’m so tired &

I wish I could shop food 
items online for the weekend

I would really like to buy a 
few kg of strawberry so that 
it will last for a weeks...but I 
prefer where is affordable 

Hmmm...I think is more 
affordable at aldi, but I 
prefer the quality at Rewe... it 
looks for convincing to me

Feeling relaxed and reliefed.

I think I should make all the 
weekend shopping here.

Unsure

Decision

Idea conception

Success


